Introduction
Systematic topographic representations of the visual field are a dominant feature of the visual system and thought to be essential for its functionality. They result from the interplay of pre-programmed and experience-dependent developmental mechanisms that shape the retinocortical projections (Hoffmann & Dumoulin, 2015) . Investigating the consequences of changes to these connections provides key-insights into the developmental principles of the visual system and the scope of plasticity to preserve normal functioning. While in humans experimental changes cannot be applied, patient groups have the potential to provide these profound insights.
Normally only the axons from the nasal retina project through the optic chiasm to the contralateral hemisphere while axons from the temporal retina remain ipsilateral. Consequently, the left visual hemifield is represented on the right hemisphere and vice versa. In patients with congenital malformations of the optic chiasm there can be reduced crossing of nasal axons, as reported for achiasma and hemihydranencephaly (Apkarian et al., 1994; Victor et al., 2000; Muckli et al., 2009; Hoffmann et al., 2012; Fracasso et al., 2016) , or additional crossing from the temporal axons, as evident for albinism. In fact, the latter has been regarded to be pathognomonic, i.e. a unique identifier, for albinism (Apkarian et al., 1983; von dem Hagen et al., 2008) . The recent discovery of the FHONDA syndrome Poulter et al., 2013) clearly challenged this view and put the definition of albinism into question.
FHONDA (foveal hypoplasia, optic nerve decussation defects and anterior segment dysgenesis) is a rare inherited syndrome distinct from albinism -less than 20 individuals have been identified in the literature to-date Poulter et al., 2013 ) -, which is caused by a recessive mutation in the putative glutamine transporter gene SLC38A8. Clinical characteristics are foveal hypoplasia -i.e., a missing foveal pit, abnormal foveal or macular reflexes and a poorly defined foveal avascular zone -and in some cases anterior segment abnormalities such as Axenfeld's anomaly or posterior embryotoxon (van Genderen et al., 2006; Al-Araimi et al., 2013; Poulter et al., 2013) . Furthermore, visual evoked potentials indicate abnormal cortical response lateralization, which suggest an enhanced crossing of the retinal axons at the optic chiasm. Taken together, FHONDA shares some symptoms with albinism, i.e. the foveal hypoplasia and the optic nerve decussation defects, but in the absence of any hypopigmentation and iris translucency, which clearly distinguishes FHONDA from albinism.
As a consequence of the misrouting of the optic nerves in albinism, hemihydranencephaly, and achiasma the occipital cortex receives input not only from the contra-but also from the ipsilateral visual hemifield. This leads to substantially atypical visual field representations in the visual cortex, specifically overlaid retinotopic maps of opposing visual hemifields (Hoffmann et al., 2003; Muckli et al., 2009; Davies-Thompson et al., 2013; Kaule et al., 2014; Bao et al., 2015; Fracasso et al., 2016) , as demonstrated with fMRI and eventually leading to the concept of bilateral population receptive fields Hoffmann & Dumoulin, 2015) . Despite this large-scale abnormal input to the visual cortex, main aspects of visual function are preserved, except for the presence of nystagmus and the reduction of binocular vision (Hoffmann et al., , 2015 Klemen et al., 2012) . This is taken as evidence for efficient adaptive mechanisms that make the abnormal visual input available for visual perception, and highlights the importance of these conditions as models to study mechanisms of visual system plasticity directly in humans.
The discovery of FHONDA offers a unique opportunity to test whether the previously observed interplay of subcortical stability and cortical plasticity in the human visual pathways is generally valid. The aim of the current study was to identify the projection abnormality using fMRIbased population receptive field (pRF) mapping at 7 T. Comparing different pRF-models we determined the cortical layout of the visual field maps in two individuals with FHONDA. We provide direct evidence for large-scale abnormal input to the visual cortex and demonstrate that, despite its distinction from all other previously examined conditions with chiasmatic malformations, the cortical mapping in FHONDA follows the same principles as in human albinism, achiasma and hemihydranencephaly.
Methods

Participants
Two individuals with FHONDA [F1 and F2; age: 27 and 33, respectively; decimal visual acuity (leftjright): 0.16j0.10 and 0.20j0.16, respectively; nystagmus amplitude of 0.65 (horizontal) and 0.55 (vertical) in F1 (dominant eye: right), no data available in F2 (dominant eye: left); both females] and two controls (C1 and C2, aged 32 and 23 respectively; 1 female) with no neurological and ophthalmological history and normal visual acuity took part in this study. The FHONDA participants were sisters described previously (van Genderen et al., 2006; Al-Araimi et al., 2013; Poulter et al., 2013) . All participants gave their informed written consent. The protocol was approved by the ethical committee of the University Medical Center Utrecht and the procedure adhered to the tenets of the declaration of Helsinki.
Visual stimulation
For fMRI-based population receptive field mapping, drifting bar apertures exposing a moving high-contrast checkerboard pattern (Dumoulin & Wandell, 2008) were used for four different directions. Each pass of the bars lasted for 30 s, followed by a mean luminance block (zero contrast) of 30 s. The stimuli were generated in Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA) using the Psychtoolbox (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997) and projected onto a screen at a resolution of 1024 Â 538 pixels at the magnet bore. The stimulus radius was 6 of visual angle. The participants viewed the screen at a distance of 35 cm via an angled mirror and their dominant eye was stimulated under three experimental conditions: (i) bilateral, (ii) left, and (iii) right hemifield stimulation (i.e., 0% stimulus contrast for the right and left hemifield in (ii) and (iii), respectively). Participants were required to fixate a centered dot and to report colour changes between red and green via button press. An illustration of the bilateral stimuli is exhibited in Fig. 1A . As the FHONDA-participants had Schematic of four pRF models: A schematic of the visual field quadrants around fixation indicates the pRF(s) in the visual field ('') for a given location in the primary visual cortex ('*') for four different pRF models (as detailed in Methods): (i) Single-pRF model. This is the conventional model where a cortical location represents a location in the contralateral visual hemifield. (ii-iv) Mirror-pRF models are unconventional models -only (ii) has been described before Fracasso et al., 2016), (iii-iv) (caption on next page) K. Ahmadi et al. NeuroImage 190 (2019) 224-231 nystagmus, an additional stimulation condition ('fixation jitter') was introduced for the controls with the fixation dot moving in the same way as recorded for the nystagmus in F1 with an Eyelink II system (SR Research, https://www.sr-research.com/) upon observing pRF-mapping stimulus outside of the MR-scanner.
MRI acquisition
For fMRI T2*-weighted images were acquired using a multi-slice EPI sequence (TR/TE 1500/30 ms, ). Each left and right hemifield stimulation conditions were performed once for all of the participants. Bilateral stimulation was repeated four times in F1 and three times in F2. In controls, bilateral stimulation was divided in two parts: central fixation and fixation jitter. In C1, two repetitions with central fixation and two runs with fixation jitter were obtained. In C2, three repetitions with central fixation and two runs with fixation jitter were performed.
Data analysis
FSL (https://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl) was used for motion correction of the functional data and segmentation of the anatomical images. Grey and white matter were further segmented by a custom software and hand edited to minimize the error (Teo et al., 1997) . Motion corrected images for the same conditions were averaged together for each participant to increase the signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio. Afterwards, the anatomical image was aligned to the functional scans using mrVista (https://github. com/vistalab/vistasoft). Due to technical issues associated with the big size of the sinus close to the right occipital cortex in C2, the anatomical image in this participant was co-registered to the functional runs using the 3dAllineate function of AFNI (https://afni.nimh.nih.gov/). The estimation of the population receptive field (pRF) properties of each voxel, the subsequent derivation of the polar angle and eccentricity maps for the delineation of the visual areas, and the visualization on the smoothed inflated cortical surface based on T1-weighted images were performed in mrVista. Population receptive field sizes and positions were estimated from the fMRI data and stimulus position time course. The BOLD (blood oxygen level dependent) response of each voxel was predicted using a 2D-Gaussian model of the neuronal populations defined by three stimulus-referred parameters x 0 , y 0 , σ where x 0 and y 0 are the coordinates of the receptive field centre and σ is it's spread (Dumoulin & Wandell, 2008; Harvey & Dumoulin, 2011; Fracasso et al., 2016) . The predicted BOLD signal was calculated by convolution of the stimulus sequence for the respective pRF-model and its three parameters with the canonical hemodynamic response function (Friston et al., 1998) . The pRF parameters were determined by minimizing the sum of squared errors between predicted and observed BOLD signal. For all subsequent analysis, only the voxels were included that at least 20% of their variance was explained by pRF model. To investigate whether a specific cortical region comprises conventional single or instead bilateral pRF, we extended the conventional pRF model Fracasso et al., 2016) as described in Fig. 1B . While the conventional model (here called 'single-pRF model') consists of a single symmetric 2D-Gaussian, the extended models (here called mirror-pRF models) comprise two mirrored 2D-Gaussians. In analogy to Fracasso et al., 2016) three different mirror-pRF models were used, i.e. with mirror-symmetrical pRF-locations across (i) the vertical meridian ('mirror-pRF model across VM'), (ii) the horizontal meridian ('mirror-pRF model across HM'), and (iii) fixation ('mirror-pRF model across fixation') (see Fig. 1B ). In contrast to the conventional model, the three extended models predict that each cortical location responds to two distinct points in the visual field. We compared these four pRF models based on the average goodness of fit, i.e. variance explained (VE) within the primary visual cortex. Because all parameters of the two Gaussians are linked, these new models have the same degrees of freedom as the conventional single Gaussian pRF model. As a consequence the model performance can be compared directly, which would have been complicated considerably for less constrained pRF models.
Results
A first clue to the nature of the visual field mapping in the visual cortex in FHONDA was provided by the analysis of data obtained for bilateral pRF-mapping (Fig. 1A) . This approach addressed the question, which pRF model prevailed in FHONDA. Specifically we compared the single-pRF model, which is adequate in controls, to mirror-pRF models, which are superior for superimposed representations of opposing hemifields (see Fig. 1B and Methods). From these analyses, depicted in Fig. 2 , it was evident that the mapping in FHONDA indeed critically differed from that in controls, i.e. the results supported the notion of an overlaid representation of opposing hemifields in FHONDA. For a qualitative assessment, in Fig. 2A the BOLD time-series for a given voxel are depicted together with the model fit of two different pRF models, single-and mirror-pRF model across VM. In fact, while the former explained the control time series better, the latter explained the FHONDA time series better. This was reflected by the match of the model fits with the BOLD time series and quantitatively captured with the variance explained by the different models [VE for single and mirror-pRF models in C1: 86.73% and 57.15%; VE for single and mirror-pRF models in F1: 50.8% and 71% respectively]. It should be noted that for the sake of better visualization of the model differences, we selected voxels representing an extreme difference between the two models in both participants. This discrepancy between the FHONDA and control participants is further supported by Fig. 2B , where the cortical topography of the differential variance explained (single-minus mirror-pRF model) is depicted for both subject groups. In the FHONDA participants the mirror-pRF model across VM prevailed, while the conventional single-pRF model prevailed in the controls. This was further confirmed by another analysis, a formal quantitative assessment of the mean variance explained for (i) single-pRF model and mirrored-pRF models across (ii) VM, (iii) fixation and (iv) HM depicted in Fig. 2C . This demonstrated the superiority of the mirror-pRF model across VM in FHONDA [mean VE AE SEM for the above mentioned models (i-iv) in F1: (i) 58.74% AE 0.31, (ii) 60.32% AE 0.30, (iii)
by open black and solid grey arrows, indicating missed and captured deflections in the BOLD signal, respectively. The conventional model provides a better fit than the mirror-pRF model in C1, and vice versa in F1, where the mirror-pRF model captures those time series excursions missed by the conventional model. B) The difference of the variance explained for both models in the two FHONDA patients and two controls as a projection onto the inflated surface (for conventions and area labels, see Figs. 3 and 4) . The mirror-pRF model prevails for FHONDA, the conventional model for the controls. C) Explanatory power of four different pRF-models in FHONDA and controls. The mean variance explained AE SEM is depicted for four pRF-models [(i) the conventional single-pRF model, and mirror-pRF models across (ii) VM, (iii) fixation, and (iv) HM] for F1 and F2 and for two controls under static fixation and fixation jitter conditions. In FHONDA, the variance explained is greatest for the mirror-pRF model across VM, while in the controls it is greatest for the single-pRF model. D) Eccentricity dependence of pRF size for FHONDA (conventional and mirror-pRF model across VM) and controls (conventional model). Larger pRF sizes in FHONDA for the conventional model than mirror-pRF model across VM indicates that the inadequacy of the former model is compensated for by increase in pRF size. Fig. 2D , was another evidence confirming the superiority of the mirror-pRF model across VM in FHONDA. Specifically, the dependence of pRF sizes on eccentricity yielded systematically smaller receptive fields for the mirrorpRF model. It is plausible that this effect is due to increased pRF size estimates, if a single-pRF model has to cover mirror-symmetrical visual field locations in a single pRF . Moreover, the overall small difference in variance explained between the mirror-pRF model across VM and single-pRF model in FHONA observed in Fig. 2C may be due to the larger pRF sizes of the single model. In order to test this assumption, the two models were compared with identical parameters. Initially, a mirror-pRF model across VM was fitted to fMRI time series. Afterwards, the pRF parameters (center positions and size) of this model were extracted and fed to a single-pRF model. The comparison of the mirror-pRF model across VM with its identical single counterpart confirmed the outperformance of the former model in both FHONDA participants [mean VE AE SEM for the above models in F1: 60.39% AE 0.3053 vs 52.77% AE 0.3027 and F2: 59.13% AE 0.2275 vs 54.43% AE 0.2675; see suppl Fig. 3 ]. Additionally, a single-pRF model was fitted to the time series. Next, a mirror-pRF model across VM was obtained by taking the parameters of the single model and adding a mirror-symmetrical field. The comparison of these two models revealed only a negligible drop in the variance explained by the mirror-pRF model across VM [mean VE AE SEM for the two models in F1: 58.85% AE 0.3090 vs 58.44% AE 0.2990 and F2: 58.41% AE 0.2426 vs 57.18% AE 0.2284; see suppl Fig. 3 ]. Taken together, the mirrored-pRF model across VM clearly outperforms the single pRF-model in FHONDA for relatively small pRFs.
53.16% AE
It must be noted that the cortical mapping observed in F2 (suppl. Fig. 1B) suggested the symmetry axis to be shifted eccentrically by 1.5 , instead of coinciding with the central vertical meridian, possibly as a result of eccentric fixation due to the patient's foveal hypoplasia; this shift was compensated for in the analyses of F2 depicted in Figs. 2-4. As a sanity check, we applied the same shift of the symmetry axis in controls and recomputed the pRF models; importantly the conventional singlepRF model still explained most of the variance in the control data, confirming that the shift of the symmetry axis was not the cause of the superiority of the mirror-pRF model in F2 (suppl. Fig. 2 ). The above comparison of different pRF models demonstrated the mirror-pRF model across VM to be superior in FHONDA. This model was therefore applied for further analyses of the bilateral mapping data in FHONDA to assess the topography of the cortical visual field representation. The resulting eccentricity and polar angle maps in the early visual cortex are depicted in Fig. 3 , where they are juxtaposed to control data (C1; for C2 see suppl. Fig. 1A ) analysed with the more adequate singlepRF model for controls. These maps had a number of important features. Orderly eccentricity and polar angle maps, allowing for the delineation of the early visual areas, were obtained in both FHONDA and controls. Critically, in both FHONDA patients these maps were, in contrast to the controls, confined to the hemisphere contralateral to the stimulated eye.
From the above findings, we concluded that opposing hemifields in the two FHONDA participants were represented as a cortical overlay of mirror-symmetrical visual field positions in the hemisphere contralateral to the stimulated eye. This was directly tested with an analysis of the data-sets obtained during pRF-mapping of each hemifield in separate experiments. It should be mentioned that, as here only one hemifield was stimulated per experiment, even in FHONDA, the voxels should be driven only by a single pRF, i.e. in the stimulated visual hemifield. Consequently, the single-pRF model was applied as the most adequate approach to capture the response characteristics. In this analysis orderly eccentricity and polar angle maps (allowing for the same delineation of the early visual areas as in Fig. 3 ) were obtained (see Fig. 4 ). As for bilateral pRF-mapping, the maps in FHONDA were confined to the hemisphere contralateral to the stimulated eye. These features were in accordance with the conclusions drawn from the bilateral pRF-mapping data, i.e. the superposition of mirror-symmetrical visual field locations in the early visual cortex.
Discussion
In the current study, the first evidence on the nature of the Fig. 3 . Visual field representations for bilateral stimulation: Eccentricity and polar angle maps in the inflated occipital cortex obtained for monocular stimulation in the two FHONDA and one control participants (all maps are, for ease of comparison, depicted for right eye stimulation, while in fact the left eye was stimulated in F2 and C1). The mapping was performed under bilateral stimulation condition (see also Fig. 1 ). Orderly eccentricity maps (top) were obtained on the occipital cortex contralateral to the stimulated eye. Orderly polar angle maps (bottom) were obtained on the occipital cortex contralateral to the stimulated eye. It should be noted that the maps were obtained with the mirror-pRF model across VM for FHONDA and with the single-pRF model for the control, as detailed in Methods and Results.
organization of the visual cortex in FHONDA is presented. Using both bilateral and hemifield stimulation, we report (i) the cortical responses to be confined to the hemisphere contralateral to the stimulated eye and (ii) the abnormal temporal retinal input to the visual cortex to be organized as a retinotopic map of the ipsilateral visual field that is superimposed onto the normal retinotopic map of the contralateral field. Consequently, visual field locations that are mirror-symmetric across the vertical meridian are co-localised in the visual cortex.
Comparison to other congenital chiasmatic malformations
The mapping observed in FHONDA is consistent with a conservative geniculo-striate projection, which is claimed for all other congenital chiasmatic malformations that were investigated in sufficient detail in humans, i.e. albinism, achiasma, and hemihydranencephaly (Hoffmann & Dumoulin, 2015) . This projection is taken as evidence for limited plasticity of the geniculo-striate projections in the face of abnormal input to the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN). Normally, the LGN receives binocular input, which is projected in an interdigitating manner to the primary visual cortex to form ocular dominance domains. In the above chiasmatic malformation, the LGN receives abnormal monocular input from both hemifields, which appears to be projected via largely unchanged geniculo-striate connections in an interdigitating manner to the primary visual cortex, thus giving rise to hemifield domains (Guillery et al., 1984; Olman et al., 2016) , which at lower resolutions show as superimposed hemifield maps (Hoffmann & Dumoulin, 2015) . The latter are reported here for FHONDA. Due to the uniformity of this projection across the range of congenital chiasmatic malformation it is concluded that the limited plasticity of the geniculo-striate projection is a general feature of human visual pathway formation, while more sub-cortical plasticity is available in some animal models (reviewed in Hoffmann et al., 2003) .
Distinction of FHONDA and albinism
While FHONDA and albinism share important features, i.e. a hypoplastic fovea and enhanced optic nerve crossing, there is a profound difference. FHONDA is entirely independent of pigmentation deficits, whereas albinism is per definition associated with a pigmentation deficit, caused by reduced or even absent melanin synthesis. This is of particular importance, as the mechanism leading to the optic nerve misrouting in albinism is tightly linked to the reduced synthesis of melanin evident in albinism. Current evidence strongly supports the following view: retinal levels of L-DOPA, a melanin precursor, are reduced during embryonic (Hoffmann et al., 2003) , except for the absence of the reversion of the representation to the normal pattern at higher eccentricities (see Fig. 5 ). All maps were calculated with the single-pRF model, which is adequate for hemifield mapping in both FHONDA and controls, as detailed in Methods and Results. It should be noted that while the activations in C1 are dominant on the hemisphere contralateral to the stimulated hemifield, some residual bilateral representations especially of the vertical meridians and fovea can be observed, as reported previously (Tootell et al., 1998; Hoffmann et al., 2003) . development in albinism. This delays the differentiation of the ganglion cells, which as a consequence miss the time-window for development of the uncrossed projection at the optic chiasm (Ilia & Jeffery, 1999; Jeffery, 2001; Hoffmann & Dumoulin, 2015) . The strong link between misrouting and reduced melanin synthesis in human albinism is underlined by the correlation of the pigment deficit and the extent of misrouting (von dem Hagen et al., 2007) . In fact the degree of misrouting, i.e. the eccentricity up to which the abnormal projection prevails, varies between 2 and 15 degrees (Hoffmann et al., 2005) , with the normal representation already 'fading in' prior to these values (Hoffmann et al., 2003) . In FHONDA there is no indication of any pigmentation deficit, suggesting that the cause of misrouting is independent of melanin-synthesis and also of L-DOPA levels. Direct evidence for this notion, e.g. from pharmacological studies in animal models of FHONDA, is still pending. However, it should be noted that we did not observe any indication of a normal representation of the temporal retina in FHONDA, as it would be typical for albinism (see Fig. 5 ). This might, within the limits of stimulus dimensions in the current study (6 stimulus radius), indicate that the underlying mechanism simply blocks uncrossed projections at the optic chiasm entirely. This contrasts with the partial and variable misrouting in albinism and is therefore suggestive of mechanisms in FHONDA and albinism that influence different molecular cascades, possibly operating at different sites. In conclusion, further investigations are necessary to test the notion that the mechanism underlying the decussation error in FHONDA is distinct from that albinism, i.e. from reduced retinal L-DOPA levels.
Relevance for perception
As for albinism and achiasma, the FHONDA participants of the current study had reductions of visual acuity, nystagmus and reduced binocular visual function, including strabismus and stereo-blindness. Reduced visual acuity is related to foveal hypoplasia and nystagmus, whereas stereo-blindness is a likely consequence of the misrouting of the optic nerves itself, disturbing the communication of the input from the two eyes to the visual cortex. As for albinism and achiasma, it appears that in FHONDA the disruption of the normal visual field maps by misrouting does not cause specific visual field defects and leaves major aspects of visual processing virtually intact. Qualitatively, this is evident from the observation that affected individuals make effective use of their vision in daily life, including reading. In albinism and achiasma specific investigations on the independence of the perception in opposing hemifields, indicate that mechanisms of cortical plasticity provide sufficient scope to support independent processing of the superimposed hemifields (Klemen et al., 2012; Bao et al., 2015, respectively) . While such investigations are missing for FHONDA, the every-day behaviour of the two study participants does not reveal specific confusions of the left and right hemifields in visual perception. It is therefore assumed for FHONDA that the abnormal representation is made available for relatively normal visual perception via a similar interplay of subcortical stability and cortical plasticity as that inferred for the other types of chiasmatic malformations.
Importance for clinical applications and for basic neuroscience
Our fMRI-results confirm and extend previous electrophysiological indications of misrouted optic nerves in FHONDA, a syndrome clearly distinct from albinism as the melanin-synthesis is entirely unaffected. The account of enhanced optic-nerve crossing in FHONDA is of particular clinical importance, as this type of misrouting can no longer be regarded pathognomonic for albinism. Unclear cases of albinism, e.g. with mild hypopigmentation, must therefore not only be guided by the detection of misrouting, e.g. via visual evoked potentials, but need to be seconded by other features such as subtle pigmentation deficits as evidenced by iris translucency. Given the small number of FHONDA patients identified up to now, the diagnostic problem might be viewed as of little relevance. However, it must be noted that the actual number of affected individuals might be much higher, as FHONDA is a novel entity, and the number of previously undetected or misdiagnosed individuals is at present unclear.
In summary, our direct evidence of abnormal mapping in FHONDA highlights the importance of melanin-synthesis independent components required for the development of the human visual system, specifically the optic chiasm. Further the similarity of the cortical organization in FHONDA and other congenital visual pathway disorders indicates that interplay of stable geniculo-striate connections with intra-cortical plasticity is fundamental to the development of human visual system.
